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FOREWORD
In 2015, Hill Holt Wood began the Growing Up Green project in aid of young people and our planet.
Written and illustrated by Hill Holt Wood, The Guide to Growing up Green is a continuation of our work,
demonstrating various ways to live a more sustainable life and enabling young people to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gain new skills
engage young people with the environment
inspire and inform young people to work towards sustainable communities
empower young people to shape and care for their environment
upskill (particularly those in need) and enable entry to employment through teaching accredited
qualifications
increase biodiversity and sustainable land management
increase awareness of future issues and the knowledge and skills required to address them

Growing up Green is funded by the National Lottery Community Fund as part of the Our Bright Future
programme.
FUTURE
Over time, month by month, as we learn more, so do you. Following the QR code link to our website, you
can find regular updates on how to live more sustainably, with printable PDFs to add to your book.

https://www.hillholtwood.co.uk/growingupgreen
HILL HOLT WOOD
Hill Holt Wood is an award-winning woodland social enterprise with charitable status. We work with the local
community to create a better environment, provide employment and reach out to those in need.
We provide a wide range of services, including educating children and adults about the importance of
connecting with nature, providing alternative pathways and support for young adults, and creating a
space for those recovering from poor mental health. We also manage several countryside and forestry
contracts and utilise the timber for products or construction projects led by our in-house Design Team.
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BIODIVERSITY

Introduction to Biodiversity
The human race is inextricably linked with pollinators who perform the essential ecological function of
allowing flowering plants to reproduce. To assist our terrestrial ecosystems, we can plant a wide variety
of species in our gardens, with herbs being especially beneficial. They have a long flowering period, attract
a large variety of insects, provide colour, texture, and a sensory experience to help make our meals
tastier. Feed yourself and feed the bees!
The definition of biodiversity is the biological variation of plant and animal life found on Earth at all levels,
from genetics to species and ecosystems.
In general, the closer to the equator, where the climate is warmer, the greater the variation and
biodiversity. Biodiversity heavily depends on external factors and therefore is not evenly distributed around
the world.
Biodiversity also represents the knowledge learned by evolving species over millions of years about
surviving through the vastly varying environmental conditions Earth has experienced. A great example of
this is moths that imitate wasps to avoid predation. Also, the sheer richness in biodiversity has enormous
benefits for the human race. Numerous new medicines are harvested from nature, including a fungus that
grows on sloth fur, said to fight against human pathogens, including cancer.
The connection between people and biodiversity is an important one, and many don’t understand the critical
nature of this connection. Without plants, there would be no oxygen for us to breathe, and without bees to
pollinate, there would be no fruit or nuts for us to eat. In essence, the air we breathe, the water we drink,
and the food we eat all rely on biodiversity!
Less apparent benefits include ecosystems such as coral reefs and mangrove swamps acting as a ‘bioshield.’ These offer vital protection from natural disasters such as tsunamis by reducing the height and
power of the waves, reducing the impact for those living on the coast.
We can all contribute to improving biodiversity in the world around us. This section outlines strategies for
enhancing biodiversity in your garden or home to help play your part!
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POLLINATORS - BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS
There are over 160,000 species of moths in the world and around 17,500 species of butterflies. With 59 species of butterfly
and over 2500 species of moths in the UK, both are essential pollinators, playing a significant part in our biodiversity, and are
indicators of a healthy environment and ecosystem. Moths and caterpillars are foods for various wildlife species, including bats,
birds, lizards, and insects. However, both are in decline due to intensive agriculture, commercial forestry, urban development,
and the way we manage our gardens, using herbicides and pesticides. Emerging from caterpillars, which are the larvae of
butterflies and moths, both are fascinating insects with vibrant colours and striking patterns. This guide shows you some key
species to look out for and how you can attract them to your garden.

PAINTED LADY

Vanessa cardui

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

RED ADMIRAL

Mainly black with large red stripes on its wings and white
spots near the tips.
They are relatively large butterflies with a wingspan of
approximately 70mm.
Migrate from Northern Africa to continental Europe,
arriving in spring to lay their eggs which then hatching
from July onwards.
Caterpillars feed on nettles, so another reason to leave
that ‘wild corner’ in your garden!
You can attract them to your garden by planting
nectar-rich plants such as Buddleia, Lavender, Lilac, and
Honeysuckle. Alternatively, try putting rotting fruit on a
butterfly table.

PEACOCK
Aglais io

They have orange coloured wings with black tips and white
spots on the forewing tips. The hindwings have a row of
black spots, and on the underside, the wings are pale with
blue eyespots.
Medium-sized butterfly, with a wingspan of approx. 64mm.
Long distant migrant butterfly traveling to the UK from
North Africa, the Middle East, and Central Asia.
Caterpillars feed on a wide range of plants, including
Thistles, Nettles, and Viper’s Bugloss.
They like nectar-rich plants, particularly Buddleia and
Verbena.

Vanessa atalanta

•

•
•
•
•
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Their characteristic eyespots on top of their wings are
intended to startle and confuse predators. This iconic
marking makes it easily recognisable and is how it gained its
common name.
The undersides of their wings are very dark to mimic dead
leaves.
They are relatively large butterflies with wingspans of 6369mm.
Preferred habitats include woodland clearings, rides, and
edges.
Caterpillars feed on nettles.

•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIVET HAWK-MOTH

Very large moth with a wingspan of approximately 120mm,
the largest wingspan of any resident moth in the British
Isles.
Commonly found in parks, gardens, and woodlands.
The large caterpillars are beautiful and eye-catching. They
are lime green with purple/white streaks on their sides,
accompanied by yellow spots in each section.
They have a distinctive black hook on the tail end.
Caterpillars mainly feed on ash and lilac leaves.
When the caterpillars are mature, they turn a pinkish color
and burrow deep into the soil (30cm or more) to pupate,
hatching the following summer.
The adult moths have pink and black striped abdomens, with
the stripes continuing on their hindwings.

HUMMINGBIRD HAWK-MOTH

Macroglossum stellatarum

Sphinx ligustri

•
•
•
•
•
•

Small day-flying moth with a wingspan of approximately
50mm.
They visit the UK during the summer, migrating from
southern Europe.
Iconic flying movement, hovering like a hummingbird as it
feeds on nectar.
Often seen in gardens, woodland edges, heathlands, and
scrubland.
Greyish forewings, bright orange hindwings, greyish body
with black and white specks near the tail.
They flutter their wings so quickly they make an audible
hum.

RECORDING AND STUDYING POLLINATORS
Attract butterflies to your garden by placing rotten fruit and
salty gravel on top using a bird table or a similar alternative. If
you’re brave and want to attract a purple emperor butterfly,
you can add fox poo or a decaying mouse.
It is well known that many moth species are attracted to light, so
employing some form of moth trap at night is an effective way
of looking at them. These can vary from a highly bright mercury
vapour lamp and skinner trap, to hanging a large white sheet
outside in the garden, positioning a bright torch behind it (a very
cheap, easy, and effective alternative).
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POLLINATORS - BEES AND HOVERFLIES
Bees act as environmental indicators. Very simply, if there are plenty of bees, then the ecosystem is in
good shape.

SOLITARY BEES
Bombus
•
•
•

•
•
•

There are around 250 solitary bee species in the UK.
They do not live in colonies, make honey or have a queen.
Some species nest in groups, though most build individual nests and work 		
independently.
• Working independently, the female collects materials for the nests and food for
the larvae to create an individual cell for each egg (between 20 and 30 eggs
overall). She lays her eggs on top of a pollen ball, stuck together with nectar. She
creates a partition wall, then repeats the process until the tube or hole is complete. She then seals it
with mud, leaves, or fine hairs before moving on to the next hole.
Solitary bee’s eggs hatch into larvae and hibernate after eating the pollen stored by the female. The
larvae stay in this cocoon for about 11 months, through summer and winter, and then in the following
spring, they turn into adult bees and emerge.
Solitary bees outperform Honeybees in terms of pollination. They don’t have pollen baskets on their
legs, so they lose a lot of pollen as they fly, making them one of the top pollinators in the bee world.
The male solitary bees only have one purpose, mating with the females, and then they die.

Examples:
•
Red Mason Bees - nest in cavities between brickwork or other earthen structures. Females harvest
mud to seal the egg cells.
•
Leaf Cutter Bees – nest in naturally occurring tunnels or hollows such as bamboo. Females harvest
leaf pieces to construct the cells.

1

SOLITARY BEE HOTELS
Bee Hotels, whether they are purpose-built, holes drilled into a piece of wood
or a handmade cob brick, are all fantastic habitats for solitary bees. These
bees require a hole, approximately 8mm – 10mm wide and about 15cm deep.
Option 1:
Mixed-medium purpose-built, consisting of cob, bamboo, and holes drilled in
timber to attract a range of solitary bees.
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Option 2:
Using a piece of wood, drill holes and position it on a south-facing wall about 1.5m from the ground.
Option 3:
Make a cob brick (a mixture of sand, clay, and water) and then form it into brick shapes. Then use a small
stick to poke holes in and leave to dry. Make sure these bricks are situated under a shelter when in situ.
This provides an excellent activity for children, inspiring them to learn more about the natural world. As
long as there are holes of the correct diameter and depth, with the hotel placed in the proper position and
height, the bees will come.
Option 4:
Taking it one step further would be purchasing an observation solitary beehive where the hole chambers
can be viewed through a piece of Perspex. These are excellent at helping to explain to people what is
going on deep inside the solitary bee nest. Viewing can be done periodically and doesn’t disturb the bees or
developing larvae at all. This is a great educational tool.

HONEY BEE
Apis
•

•
•
•
•
•

There are up to 80,000 honeybees in a hive in the height of summer, with only
one queen bee per hive.
• Amazingly, she can lay up to 1500 eggs a day in brood rearing season, and this is
from only one mating flight. The queen can live up to 5 years.
• Worker bees clean the hive, raise the brood and bring nectar and pollen. 		
They only live around 5-6 weeks as they quite literally work themselves to death.
However, the worker bees left in the hive in autumn live for around 6 months
through the winter and kickstart the colony again in spring.
The drone bees (male) only function is to mate with the virgin queen. Other than that, they only
consume food so are forced out of the hive in the autumn.
Bee’s wings move very fast at approximately 200 beats per second, resulting in the iconic ‘buzz’ sound.
During winter, honeybees feed on the honey collect during the warmer months.
For every collection trip, worker bees visit between 50 to 100 flowers.
To collect 1kg of honey, a hive of bees would have to travel approximately 90,000 miles (equivalent to 3
orbits of the earth).
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BUMBLEBEE
Anthophila.

•
•
•

• There are currently 24 species of bumblebee across the UK.
• They are large and furry.
• Do not make honey.
• Some bumblebees nest underground and under outbuildings. Those that nest above
ground tend to inhabit thick grass, bird boxes, lofts, and trees.
Bumblebees have been steadily declining over the last 100 years, predominately due to habitat loss, much
as a result of certain agricultural processes. Therefore, it is crucial to encourage areas to rewild,
leaving roadside verges unmown and setting aside small areas in gardens for wildflowers.
They help to pollinate many wildflowers.
18 out of 24 species are social species, which means they make nests, collect pollen, and have worker
bees living within a small colony. The others live ‘parasitic lifestyles,’ taking over existing nests of other
species.

Examples:
•
Red-tailed (Bombus lapidarius) - distributed widely across the UK, nesting underground, and can often be
found at the base of stonework.
•
White-tailed (Bombus lucorum) - can be found in a variety of habitats containing flowers such as
gardens and woodlands, and they are widely distributed across the UK.
•
Buff-tailed (Bombus terrestris) - commonly found in lowland areas such as grassland, nesting
underground in large groups with hundreds of other workers.
•
Tree Bumblebee (Bombus hypnorum) - A non-native species, recently introduced to the UK. They nest in
cavities, often including lofts and bird boxes, for example.

HOVERFLY
Syrphidae

• There are approximately 270 species of Hoverflies in the UK.
• They often have bright colours and black and yellow markings and are common in
many gardens. People sometimes confuse them for bees/wasps; however, hoverflies
are completely harmless.
• Many species of hoverfly larvae eat aphids, so are seen as a gardener’s best friend.
They are essential pollinators in many ecosystems. Although they cannot carry as much
pollen on their bodies as bees, they make more flower visits and travel greater distances.
Examples:
•
Marmalade fly (Episyrphus balteatus) - Arguably the most common hoverfly species in the UK, these can
often be seen in gardens and woodlands. Pictured above, this is primarily orange/yellow with black bands
running across, commonly mistaken for wasps.
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HERB GARDENS
Not only can a herb garden be helpful
to season your food and drinks, but it
can also create a flourishing habitat for
wildlife. Many herbs attract an abundance
of pollinators, including bees, butterflies,
and hoverflies, and creates a sensory
experience within your garden. Below are
some key examples based on a simple
ladder planter. If you struggle for
outdoor space, you can also use a
simple window ledge planter or
small pots.

Thyme

Pink, white or purple
flowers. Flowers in
Summer, low
maintenance.

Wild Majoram

Mint

Tiny pink, purple or white
flowers. Flowers summer
/ early autumn. Can
be invasive.

Lavender

Pink-ish white drifts.
Flowers summer / early
autumn. Nectar-rich
flowers.

Purple flower, flowers in
late spring/summer.
Rich in pollen and
nectar.

Bumblebee
Sage

Blue / purple tubular
flowers. Flowers late
spring/summer. Pick
leaves all year.

Solitary Bee
Rosemary

Blue / purple flowers.
Flowers Spring to rest
of year. Hardy and
drought-tolerant.

Honey Bee
Butterfly

WILDLIFE PONDS
Small ponds are perhaps the single most effective way of attracting wildlife to your garden. Mammals and birds
use them for drinking and bathing. Frogs, toads, and newts use them for habitat and shelter. They are also used by
a wide range of aquatic invertebrates, snails, spiders, dragonflies, and damselflies for egg-laying.
If you have the opportunity to dig a small pond of your own, make sure to design in a variation in levels. This
variation suits different plant, animal, and all manner of invertebrate species. Just like humans, most things need
water, and it acts as a powerful attractant.
As well as different depths, always provide a ‘beach’ area, which is a shallow sloping part of the pond where things
that accidentally fall in can escape, such as hedgehogs and mice.
Plant a variety of species:
•
Marginal or bog plants such as rushes and sedges, marsh marigold, creeping Jenny, and water forget-me-not.
•
Oxygenating and floating plants such as water starwort, mare’s tail, and frogbit.
•
Deepwater plants such as water lilies and amphibious bistort.
Water Spearwort

Deadwood
Water Forget-me-not

Flowering Rush

Variation of levels

Spiked Water Milfoil
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Having a variety of plants will provide different structures and covers that will support a broader range of
species. When selecting species, try and keep to native plants to avoid an invasive foreign species choking the
pond. It is good to have about 50% of the pond’s surface covered by plants to create shade and stop oxygen
levels depleting in hot weather.
If you don’t have the opportunity to dig a pond, then things like half-barrels, old tin baths, and even buckets or
washing-up bowls can all be used and planted up. You will be amazed at how wildlife will be attracted to these microhabitats.
Suppose you can sink the barrels into the ground or build up the landscape around it; you will attract a greater
variety of species as the pond will be more accessible for wildlife.

Water Iris
Water Lily

Water Starwort

Marsh Marigold
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THE WOOD PROCESS

INTRODUCTION TO TREES
INTRODUCTION TO TREES
In understanding the life cycle of wood and timber, one must first understand where these come from—the
short answer; from trees.
Did you know that there are over 60,000 species of trees in the world, with the UK home to
approximately 60 native tree species, just 0.001% of the global figure? Many of these species can be found
scattered around our sites at Hill Holt Wood and Norton Big Wood.
NATIVE TREES
A native tree species is indigenous in its origin, occurring naturally in a particular place where it originally
comes from. These native species originally colonised the land after glaciers melted thousands of years
ago, after the last ice age before the UK and Ireland broke away from mainland Europe.
These species are well adapted to their climate, which in the UK is ‘temperate.’ The term, adaptation, means
that species have adjusted to their environment to survive in those specific conditions.
CLIMATE
Being a temperate climate in the UK, we have relatively moderate temperatures throughout the year
and wet conditions in both the cool winters and warm summers. Most temperate climates have four
seasons, including Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn. Temperatures in these climates can change
significantly throughout the year, 2020 being a textbook example wherein Summer, the highest recorded
temperature was 37.8°C, and the lowest in winter, -10.2°C across the UK. There are also regional variations
in climate throughout the UK. For example, the South has a higher average temperature than the North,
and mountainous areas of the North-West of England like Cumbria have more annual rainfall than the dry
climate in the South-East, like London.
TREE CATEGORIES
The two main categories of trees are ‘deciduous’ and ‘coniferous.’ Each has its individual properties to
tell them apart. A deciduous tree, such as the English Oak, typically sheds its leaves in the autumn and has
different-shaped leaves, which are often broader. A coniferous tree, such as Scots Pine, has needleshaped leaves and is most commonly evergreen, keeping its leaves year-round.
The following pages illustrate the key characteristics of 6 native tree species, all of which can be found in
our very own woodlands and possibly even your back gardens.
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ASH

Fraxinus excelsior
Fruits:
Samaras (in Keys)
Characteristics:
Ash, or Common Ash, is a deciduous tree meaning it sheds
its leaves annually. They often grow up to 35m tall and are
characterised by their pale brown / grey fissured bark and
light green oval-shaped leaves. Fissures are splits or cracks,
forming long and narrow openings in the bark. Ash dieback, a
chronic fungal disease, has swept through Europe in recent
years, causing leaf loss and crown dieback.

BEECH

Fagus sylvatica.
Fruits:
Beechnuts/mast
Characteristics:
Mature Beech, or Common Beech, are deciduous trees that
can grow to over 40m tall with a vast dome-like canopy,
earning the name ‘the queen of British trees.’ Their thin bark is
smooth and grey. They have distinctive oval-shaped leaves with a
wavey edge and pointed tip, lime green to dark green depending
on maturity and season. Their brown nuts, often found in pairs,
are encased in a prickly bur.
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HAZEL

Corylus avellana.
Fruits:
Hazelnuts
Characteristics:
Hazel trees can grow up to approximately 10-12m tall when
controlled by coppicing, a sustainable forestry technique
promoting natural re-growth. They can live unmanaged for
up to 80 years, or hundreds when coppiced. Its shoots can
re-grow between 40-60cm each year. Its bark is smooth
and grey-brown and has hairy oval-shaped leaves. Its fruits,
Hazelnuts, are attractive to various wildlife species, such as the
hazel dormouse, woodpeckers, and red squirrels.

OAK

Quercus robur
Fruits:
Acorns
Characteristics:
Mature Oak trees are deciduous, meaning they shed their
leaves annually. They can grow to 20-40m tall, with a trunk
measuring as large as 3m in circumference. Oak can live for
over 500 years, with some coppiced Oaks living up to 1000
years. Their bark, darkening with age, varies from brown to
grey, containing creases throughout, which provides a perfect
home for insects. Acorns, their fruits, when ripe, are brown
in colour and measure approximately 2cm in length. Leaves are
dark green above and a lighter green below, with distinctive
deep lobes making their characteristic wavey shape.
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SCOTS PINE
Pinus sylvestris
Fruits:
Pinecones
Characteristics:
Scots pine, native to Northern Europe, is an evergreen conifer,
meaning it keeps its needle-like leaves throughout the year. They
can grow to over 35m tall when fully mature and live for over
700 years. Brown bark covers the lower parts of the tree
trunk, turning to a reddish-brown towards the crown, with
fissures throughout. Arguably its most distinctive feature is its
pinecone fruits. Scots pine is a softwood used widely in the
construction industry.

SILVER BIRCH

Betula pendula.
Fruits:
Catkins

Characteristics:
Silver Birch is a deciduous tree capable of growing up to 30m
tall with a light canopy cover. It is a fast-growing tree with
hanging branches containing triangular-shaped green leaves with
distinctive jagged edges. Flowers appear from April - May with
yellow-brown and bright green catkins. Its bark is silver-white
throughout the year with a brown/black base. The light, open
canopy allows an abundance of sunlight to reach the ground
below, making this a popular, non-invasive garden tree. Various
hole-nesting birds, such as Woodpeckers, nest in the trunk.
Seeds and leaves also provide food and habitat for hundreds of
insect species.
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WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
Most woodlands across the UK fall under two key categories; Commercial Woodlands and Amenity
Woodlands. Commercial woodlands are managed to make a profit, typically using plantations of coniferous
trees to harvest, such as Scots Pine. Species are picked depending on the market, similar to a farmer’s
crop.
On the other hand, Amenity woodlands, commonly seen in parks, are primarily managed for their pleasant
nature. These are often planted for human enjoyment and are a base for recreational activity. These
contain less timber value and are often left to regenerate naturally or are part of management schemes
where areas are thinned and replanted.
Ancient woods are woodland areas with continuous tree cover, which have been around since the year
1600 in England and Wales, and 1750 in Scotland. Unfortunately, following heavy demand for timber during
both World Wars, significant amounts of ancient woodland were felled. Shortly after WW1, ancient
woodland covered just 5% of land in the UK. Today, that figure stands at just 2.5%.
Plantations were strongly incentivised following the war, particularly coniferous commercial woodlands, to
avoid the potential shortfall in case of further demand. Today, many of these plantations can still be seen
and are often left grossly unmanaged.
WOODLANDS - MANAGED VS. UNMANAGED
Active woodland management can bring a plethora of benefits, and it is important to know that the
healthiest thriving ancient woodlands seen today have all been managed for centuries or longer. Benefits
include protecting and enhancing the environment and biodiversity, reducing our carbon footprint by utilising
waste material and re-planting schemes, improving quality of life through the enjoyment of woodlands in
recreational activities, and contributing to the local economy through the creation of jobs and sales of
valuable timber.
The diagrams shown on the page overleaf demonstrate the effects before and after active woodland
management. To manage woodlands sustainably, conditions must be observed, such as sunlight. A heavy
canopy that covers the ground, blocking sunlight to the woodland floor, stops ground species from
growing, limiting biodiversity. In the summer, you should be able to see daylight when looking upwards;
otherwise, some trees may need to be felled.
When trees grow close to each other, they compete for sunlight to survive. Too much competition can
promote too much growth too quickly, leaving trees thin and unstable. Giving trees adequate sunlight will
reduce the rapid growth, leaving new trees strong and healthy with broad canopies and thick trunks.
Did you know that for every cubic metre of wood grown, approximately one tonne of Carbon Dioxide is
taken out of the atmosphere?
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Lack of sunlight
penetrating canopy

Thin trees growing too
close together, causing
instability

Poor quality timber

Limited potential for
recreational activities with
overgrown invasive ground
species

Little variation in species,
poor biodiversity

UNMANAGED WOODLAND
Increased biodiversity
Plenty of sunlight
penetrating canopy

Thick healthy trees with
generous spacing

Higher quality timber

More variation in
species of trees

Enhanced potential for
recreational activities in a
picturesque landscape

Woodland floor rich
in flowers and fruits,
providing animal feed
and ground-nesting

MANAGED WOODLAND

SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY
It is common knowledge that felling a tree is bad for the environment. To a certain extent, this is true.
However, there are strategies to mitigate, meaning lessening the effects of, the resulting problems.
NATURES BALANCE - PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Naturally, when you fell a tree, you are removing a key component in a current ecosystem. An ecosystem
is defined as a biological community of interacting organisms and their physical environment. Trees provide
a perfect habitat and food for many different species, and to remove this would be harmful to the
balance of nature.
Living creatures, including humans, breathe in oxygen and give out carbon dioxide to live. These are gases
that can be found in the air. Carbon dioxide is the primary greenhouse gas produced by human activity.
This is a gas that absorbs and radiates heat, warming our planet to cause this greenhouse effect. Trees,
unlike living creatures, absorb carbon dioxide from the air and give out oxygen to live, providing a perfect
balance for all creatures to live. They lock in the carbon which is absorbed from the atmosphere, which is
called a carbon sink.
Small pores in leaves, called stomata, allow the tree to absorb carbon dioxide from the air. The tree also
absorbs sunlight through its leaves and water from the ground using its root system. The process of
converting these elements into fuel (Glucose) for the tree and oxygen, which is a by-product, is called
photosynthesis. This is demonstrated in the word/chemical equation below.

Carbon Dioxide + Water
CO2
H 20

Sunlight

> Glucose + Oxygen
C6H12O6
O2

Did you know trees account for almost one-third of the world’s oxygen supply? 28% of the world’s supply
comes directly from rainforests, and approximately 70% from marine plants. Managing our forestry
operations sustainably is crucial to protect our planet and our fragile ecosystems.
Re-planting or transplanting trees can immediately counteract the loss of habitats and biodiversity, assisting
the overall net gain by utilising more spacious and open areas. Transplanting is the process where something
is moved or transported to another place.
Reducing carbon-heavy machinery involved in forestry is another crucial step in the right direction,
from how we cut the tree to how the log is then transported, and the distance this travels before it is
processed. Using machines that require fossil fuels contribute significantly to carbon emissions and should
be avoided wherever possible.
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COPPICING
Coppicing is an ancient method of sustainable woodland management where a deciduous tree is cut close
to its base for timber to be harvested and for the tree to re-grow. The resulting timber has many
uses, such as wattle and daub construction, dead hedging, building and fencing stakes, basket weaving, and
firewood. One modern use for coppicing is biomass, where the harvested wood becomes a natural and
sustainable fuel source.
A flourishing and well-maintained copse woodland should be split into various sections, known as ‘coups.’ Each
year, a new coup will be harvested. This is tracked by a woodland management plan and allows each coup
time to re-grow, creating a well-maintained and healthy woodland. Typical growth periods are between 7-15
years, depending on use.
A common species for coppicing is hazel, examples of which can be found throughout Hill Holt Wood at the
various stages of harvesting.
For coppicing to work, the hazel is cut close to the roots at a slight angle. This angle allows water drainage
from the cut trunk and prevents the stool from rotting. Coppicing is generally completed in late winter as
this is when the tree sap moves from the roots up into the trunk, this encourages new growth for the
tree. There is no limit for how long a tree can be coppiced for, as long as the tree is well maintained and
cut correctly.
Another reason for coppicing is to allow biodiversity on the woodland floor. It allows sunlight to penetrate
the canopy to the ground, encouraging new plant life to grow. Seeds previously disbursed and lying dormant
will begin to germinate from the introduction of sunlight to the area, growing new species of flora on the
woodland floor.
Coppicing requires minimal tools. Originally, a billhook, a long machete-style blade with a hooked end, was used
to cut the trees low to the ground. More recently, chainsaws are used to make quick work of the trees,
although these are less accessible to the general public and far less environmentally friendly.
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TIMBER USES
Wood is an extremely versatile material, meaning it can be adapted to many different functions or
activities. It is categorised into Softwoods and Hardwoods. Here is a list of some key differences between
each type:
Hardwood
•
Example: English Oak
•
Tree of origin: Deciduous
•
Typically dark in colour
•
Usually harder, though not always
•
Generally more expensive
•
Slower growth rate
•
More fire-resistant

Softwood
•
Example: Scots Pine
•
Tree of origin: Coniferous
•
Almost always light in colour
•
Usually softer, though not always
•
Generally less expensive
•
Faster growth rate
•
Poor fire resistance

Did you know it is a common myth that softwoods are softer than hardwoods? Each wood category
varies in hardness, with some hardwoods like Balsa being noticeably softer than most softwoods.
Hardwoods and softwoods are often used for the same purpose. However, different wood species will
also offer numerous individual properties, which make some species better suited to specific uses than
others.
Generally, hardwoods are more likely to be found in high-quality furniture, outdoor decking, flooring,
and long-lasting construction elements. Softwoods, which make up 80% of the world’s timber, are much
cheaper and grow approximately four times faster, with uses including building construction, windows,
doors, furniture, paper, and many more.
SUSTAINABILITY
Wood, when sourced responsibly, is an extremely sustainable resource. Not only is it renewable, but it also
locks in carbon from the atmosphere to counteract climate change, and it can be reused and recycled
for numerous purposes.
Timber is wood that has been prepared for use in building or carpentry. We can also convert the byproducts of timber created during its processing from a log into usable elements. For example, wood
shavings can be used for animal bedding, waste pieces can be used as fuel to burn and provide a valuable
source of heat, and sawdust can be used in composting toilet systems.
At the end of a product’s life, using furniture as an example, timber can be re-purposed to make
something completely different with no need for carbon-heavy processes. Moreover, if suppose this is no
longer possible and the timber over time has lost its quality, this can be recycled into other products such
as manufactured boards (MDF and chipboard, for example), paper, mulches, compost, and coverings, just
to name a few.
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Canopy

Branches

Trunk
Base/Stump

Base/Stump
•
Products - seats,
•
planters
•
Firewood
•
Biomass fuel

Trunk
•
Construction - walls,
•
beams, frames
•
Products - furniture
•
Firewood
•
Bark chippings

Branches
•
Shelter structure
•
Products - Cricket bats,
bowls, ornaments
•
Firewood
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Canopy
•
Hedging / Fencing
•
Products - coat hangers,
spoons, walking sticks
•
Compost

WOOD PROCESSING
EXTRACTION AND SAWMILL

Sawmills are facilities where logs are sawn into planks or
boards by machine. After extraction, this is the first step in
processing wood.
Large sawmills are typically only used by large-scale
commercial forestry operations, processing a select few
species. They require large premises and road infrastructure
to transport huge quantities of logs, which is damaging to the
environment.
In smaller woods with a more diverse range of species, smallscale sawmills are used, which significantly reduce the damage
to the environment. Portable sawmills can be brought out to the
site, eliminating the need for roads to transport large quantities
of logs.

DRYING

Wood must be dried to a specific moisture content to avoid
shrinkage after being made into a product. Two methods of
drying wood are ‘air drying’ and ‘kiln drying.’
Air drying involves using the natural environment to allow the
wood to regulate its moisture content, demonstrated in the
diagram to the right. Slabs of wood are stacked, separated
to allow air circulation between each element. Air drying takes
longer than kiln drying, depending on material thickness and
conditions, with some species taking up to 12 months or longer.
Kiln drying is an artificial method of drying wood. A kiln is an
oven where you can control temperature, humidity, and steam,
allowing you to dry wood in a matter of days/weeks.

CUTTING

Timber, wood which has been prepared for use in building
or carpentry, can often be seen processed into planks or
beams of standard sizes. Timber is typically cut using imperial
measurements, working in feet and inches, as opposed to the
metric system, which works in metres.
There are benefits of using timber in this form, particularly
when considering joints and framing. However, timber can also
be sourced in the round, meaning it has a round profile. This can
offer an aesthetic alternative and has many uses of its own.
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WOOD PROCESSING - EXPLAINED
Once the selected trees have been felled, the next step is to move the logs to the sawmill or to a roadside
where they can be collected for haulage. Many large commercial forestry companies use huge tractors
known as forwarders. A traditional option would have been by horse. Hill Holt Wood uses a small alpine
tractor and crane that is much more efficient than a horse, does not require the removal of additional
trees as is required for forwarders, and wide flotation tyres ensure minimal ground damage.
The log is then processed on the sawmill and cut specifically to match the required thickness while
efficiently maximising the material potential of the log to reduce waste. Waste timber can be reused or
recycled for a variety of purposes.
Once cut into planks or boards from the sawmill, the wood must be dried. From the leaves
to the roots, every part of a tree contains water, including the trunk. The amount of water
contained in the wood is called ‘moisture content.’ The moisture content of freshly sawn
wood can vary from 30% to over 100%, the latter meaning the weight of the water in the
wood weighs more than the wood itself when dry. This moisture content varies between
species and how the planks are sawn. Throughout its life, wood will gain or lose moisture to
balance with its surrounding environment. Wood shrinks when the moisture content drops
below 30%, with the amount of shrinkage varying from species to species. This variation
could be up to 10% in width/thickness, also dependant on the shape of the plank or board
when processed in the sawmill.
The moisture content of the wood must be balanced before assembling into a final product, such as a
frame. Any movement caused by wood shrinkage can cause weaknesses in joints and may cause the timber
to twist, bend or warp out of shape. The wood is dried to a specific moisture content depending on its
use. Timber used in construction, for example, has a moisture content of approximately 8-15% depending on
use and 6-8% for indoor objects such as furniture. The image to the right represents a pin-type moisture
metre, which indicates moisture content when the pins are inserted.
Once the wood has been effectively dried to the appropriate moisture content, it is ready to be used.
Hand tools or machinery can cut the wood into planks or beams, turning the wood into timber for use in
building or carpentry.
GROWN IN BRITAIN / FSC TIMBER
Most people don’t have access to their own local sawmill or woodland to process wood for their own
projects. Instead, we find suppliers in the industry to purchase timber from. It is important when selecting
timber to choose responsible sources, with wood felled from sustainable forestry operations.
Two key certifications to look out for when deciding on what wood to buy are ‘Grown in Britain’ and
‘FSC.’ The FSC system is internationally recognised, guaranteeing that timber is legal and sustainably
sourced. Grown in Britain is a certification that guarantees timber, much like FSC, is sourced legally and
sustainably, nationally recognised with timber specific to Great Britain.
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HOW TO MAKE A BIRD BOX
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HOW TO MAKE A BIRD BOX

Overall Dimensions – 300(H) x 145 (W) x 175 (D)
WHAT YOU NEED:
•

•

145mm x 245mm x 15mm (Front) – Drill Hole in face as per diagram and in line with hole
recommendations.
•
300mm x 145mm x 15mm (Back)
•
2 No. 180mm x 145mm x 15mm (Sides) – Cut at 45 degree angles down from centre-top
•
145mm x 115mm x 15mm (Base)
•
180mm x 130mm x 15mm (Top 1)
•
180mm x 145mm x 15mm (Top 2) – slightly larger as it overlaps the ‘Top 1’ side.
20 x 40mm galvanised screws

HOLE SIZE:
The entrance hole size depends on which species you are trying to attract into your nest box. Below
are some diameter size recommendations.
•
•
•
•

25mm for blue, coal, and marsh tits
28mm for great tits and tree sparrows
32mm for house sparrow and nuthatches
45mm starlings

THINGS TO REMEMBER:
•
•
•
•
•

Drill pilot holes first to avoid timber cracking.
Use galvanised screws to assemble.
It’s best to leave the box untreated as it will weather and blend into the surroundings better.
Suppose you want to treat your softwood box, use animal-safe, water-based preservatives. Only
apply to the outside and not around the entrance hole.
You can purchase and install nest box metal plates to screw to the entrance hole to stop predators
from getting in.
When installing in a tree, try and find alternative ways other than screwing. If this is the only option,
use stainless steel to avoid any damage to the tree.
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HOW TO MAKE A TAWNY OWL BOX
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HOW TO MAKE A TAWNY OWL BOX

WHAT YOU NEED:
Overall Dimensions – 800H) x 300 (W) x 300 (D)

•
•

•
270mm x 480 mm x 15mm (Front)
•
300mm x 800mm x 15mm (Back)
•
2 No. 800mm x 285mm x 15mm (Side) – Cut with 12 degree angle downwards
•
270mm x 270mm x 15mm (Base)
•
380mm x 320mm x 15mm (Top)
•
150 x 270mm x 15mm (Perch)
2 No. Angles – 100mm x 100mm cut into 2 triangles (or you can use offcuts)
29 x 40mm galvanised screws

THINGS TO REMEMBER:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drill pilot holes first to avoid timber cracking.
Use galvanised screws to assemble.
It’s best to leave the box untreated as it will weather and blend into the surroundings better.
Suppose you want to treat your softwood box use animal-safe, water-based preservatives. Only
apply to the outside and not around the entrance hole.
When installing in a tree, try and find alternative ways other than screwing. If this is the only option,
use stainless steel to avoid any damage to the tree.
The most common nest site for Tawny owls is in mature trees.
In remote areas, boxes should be placed approx. 3m, but in populated areas approx. 3.8m.
Face the entrance of the box away from the prevailing wind.
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HOW TO MAKE A BAT BOX
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HOW TO MAKE A BAT BOX

WHAT YOU NEED:
•
•
•
•
•
•

150mm x 350mm x 20mm (Back) – with grooves cut into wood across approximately 250mm. These
grooves will be placed on the inside face of the box.
2 No. 230mm x 110mm x 20mm (Sides) – cut with 25-degree angle downwards. Fixes to the back just
above where the grooves start.
150mm x 180mm x 20mm (Front)
140mm x 230mm x 20mm (Top) – cut with 25-degree angle along one edge creating a bevel
150mm x 50mm x 20mm (Base)
20 x 40mm galvanised screws

THINGS TO REMEMBER:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drill pilot holes first to avoid timber cracking.
Use galvanised screws to assemble.
Use untreated rough sawn timber. Bats are sensitive to preservatives, and chemicals may be
harmful to them. Rough sawn timber makes it easier for them to grip.
The grooves on the back piece help the bats climb up into the roost.
When installing in a tree, try and find alternative ways other than screwing. If this is the only option,
use stainless steel to avoid any damage to the tree.
You can put them under the eaves of your house or on the trunk of a mature tree.
Ideally, boxes should be placed at least 3m in the air, facing south-west/south-east.
Make sure the bats have a clear flight path to the box.
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Sustainable Construction
SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
The built environment currently accounts for around 40% of the UK’s total carbon footprint, with half of
this as a direct result of energy consumption when buildings are in use, and infrastructure, meaning roads
and rail networks. With housing shortages across the UK and rapid expansion of business, new buildings are
erected across the country at a rapid rate. Whilst regulations have changed in recent years to improve
the quality of buildings, many of the construction principles and materials underpinning each project have a
significant negative environmental and social impact, with many of these projects solely profit-driven.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Across the UK, carbon-heavy materials are commonplace in construction. Below is a list of materials that
can be found in a typical house:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete foundations
Bricks and Cement Mortar
Plastic UPVC Windows
Glass
Concrete Tiles
Plaster

The term sustainability refers to the ability for something to be maintained at a certain rate or level, with
environmental sustainability meaning more specifically avoiding depletion of natural resources to maintain an
ecological balance. Ecology is the balance between living creatures and their physical environment.
When considering the sustainability of materials, it is important to also consider the entire product life
cycle, from how it is sourced from raw material, how it is converted into a useable product, and how
at the end of its life it is disposed or reused. All of these materials mentioned above have high embodied
energy, meaning there is a great amount of energy involved in processing each material before it can be
used. They are all extracted from invasive processes such as mining, requiring large-scale excavation. At
the end of their life, many of these materials will simply be thrown into landfills with minimal ability to be
reused or recycled without further carbon-heavy processing.
Finding sustainable alternatives is imperative in combatting the climate crisis. When planning for a sustainable
build project, it is important to consider the following three concepts:
•
•
•

Renewable and environmentally friendly materials,
Low-carbon construction principles
High-quality building performance

Combined, these will pave the way for a project of the future.
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SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
RENEWABLE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY MATERIALS
There are many natural alternatives to conventional building materials which are far more environmentally
friendly, each with individual properties, making them ideal for use in the construction industry. Here are
some examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timber - used in primary, secondary, and tertiary structures and finishes
Straw Bales - Insulation and structure
Hempcrete - Insulation
Rammed Earth - Insulation and structure
Lime / Clay - Render
Tyre Foundations
Gabion Foundations
Green Roof (see image below)

Using natural materials not only reduces the carbon footprint of a building but can also provide a much
healthier internal environment and adds character. Natural materials are typically breathable, meaning they
can transmit moisture through the building fabric, from inside to outside. Whilst up to 95% of internal
air moisture can be emitted through opening a window or door, the remaining 5% builds and causes
condensation and mould. Using breathable materials will help to regulate the building’s internal moisture
levels automatically. This provides healthier internal environments without the need for additional artificial
extraction systems.
LOW-CARBON CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLES
Using alternative construction techniques can dramatically reduce the carbon footprint of a building.
Depending on the choice of materials, there may be options to adopt a DIY approach or more modern and
reduced waste options such as pre-fabrication.
Straw bale building provides options for both of the above. Constructing
using a Nebraskan-style system does not require skilled labour to carry
out much of the work and instead can be run as educational community
workshops. Bales are light and easily manoeuvrable, and construction does
not require the use of heavy machinery. Alternatively, companies can now
supply pre-fabricated modular structural panels consisting of a timber
frame and straw infill. Professionals constructing these in a controlled
workshop environment can significantly reduce waste that would otherwise
occur on site. Elements can be made entirely bespoke, ensuring consistent
quality for every panel.
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Green Roof

HIGH-QUALITY DESIGN AND BUILDING PERFORMANCE
Passive design utilises natural sources of heating, cooling, and ventilation to create healthy and comfortable
internal environments. They do not require any additional system to operate, particularly those requiring
electricity or on-grid connection. The only additional input which may be required is when using manually
operated fittings, such as when opening doors or windows.
Active design systems seek to achieve the same high-quality internal conditions, but require energy sources
to operate, such as solar panels, Mechanical Ventilation Heat Recovery systems, and wind turbines. For
example, an extractor fan in a bathroom may be used to remove smells and moisture from within the
building. This is an active system as it uses electricity to operate. Using a manually operated window,
however, may be sufficient to achieve the same effect, which would be a passive system.
Below is a diagram demonstrating each passive design principle, explained in further detail overleaf.

Summer

Solar Panels

Wood Burning Stove

Winter
Thick Insulation

Passive Solar Gain
Triple Glazing
Passive Ventilation

SOUTH

NORTH
High Thermal Mass
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HIGH-QUALITY DESIGN AND BUILDING PERFORMANCE EXPLAINED
PASSIVE SOLAR GAIN
Orientation is the positioning and rotation of a building that relates to the sun path, prevailing wind direction,
and seasonal variation. In the Northern hemisphere, the sun is most prominent from the South. Facing
the widest side of the building towards the South and adding larger areas of glazing will increase energy
efficiently dramatically, allowing sunlight to penetrate and heat internal space. In summer, the sun is higher
in the sky than in winter. Allowing sunlight in during the colder winter months will bring temperatures higher.
However, it is also important to prevent overheating during the summer by adding shading devices.
PASSIVE VENTILATION
The blue directional arrows demonstrate the movement of air through a building. When considering
orientation, prevailing wind direction should also be accounted for. The natural flow of air can be utilised
to replenish internal air, to make a healthier habitable environment. Cross ventilation is one of the most
effective passive strategies, where there are windows on either side of a room leading out to the
exterior. This is effective in spans up to 15 metres, meaning the distance from wall to wall.
THICK INSULATION
High-quality, thick insulation can dramatically increase the energy efficiency of a building, reducing the
demand for additional sources of spatial heating or cooling systems. Insulation not only keeps heat in during
the winter but also keeps heat out during summer. Sustainable examples include hempcrete, straw bales, and
rammed earth.
HIGH THERMAL MASS
This refers to the ability of a material to absorb and store heat. In the diagram to the left, the orange
arrows show heat being emitted from the floor, which is absorbed and stored from the sun. Materials like
straw and rammed earth have high thermal mass, allowing sunlight to be absorbed and stored through the
day and emitted through the colder nights to regulate the internal temperature.
TRIPLE GLAZING
Whilst glass has high embodied energy as a result of the processing involved in the manufacture; it also has
properties that reduce the overall carbon footprint of a building over time. Glass, used in windows and
doors, can be the key source of passive heat gain in a building. However, glass has low resistance to heat
flow, meaning heat can escape through the material just as easily, accounting for up to 50% of the overall
energy loss. Triple glazing, using three glass panes, dramatically reduces the heat loss whilst maintaining its
benefits in solar gain.
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOURCES - WOOD BURNER / SOLAR POWER
Even in highly energy-efficient buildings, there may be a small requirement for additional heating demand or
electricity. Using off-grid energy sources such as solar power utilises clean and renewable sources of
energy from sunlight, which can be converted to electricity. Wood burning stoves also use a natural and
renewable resource, offering a low-carbon alternative to conventional systems requiring fossil fuels.
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TIMBER BUILDING
Timber is a low-carbon alternative to many conventional materials such as brick, concrete, and steel.
Timber production, along with its ease of processing, is highly energy-efficient and is a completely natural
and renewable resource, making this material one of the most environmentally friendly, readily available
alternatives.
Did you know that a single mature tree can absorb up to approximately 50 pounds of carbon
dioxide per year, reaching 1 tonne in 40-45 years? To put this into perspective, a typical house
built using conventional masonry will use up to 50-80 tonnes of CO2 during construction alone.
Here are some advantages and disadvantages of using timber in construction:

Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability
Environmentally Friendly
Thermally and acoustically insulative
Affordable
Structurally Sound
Breathable
Ease of Construction

Disadvantages
•
•
•
•

Shrinkage and swelling
Condensation
Potential to rot
Fire Risk

Timber can be used for a variety of applications in a building, all of which are demonstrated in the diagrams
to the left and below, showing Hill Holt Wood’s Treehouse.
PRIMARY STRUCTURE
This involves the load-bearing elements of a structure, integral to its structural
stability. Columns, beams and braces are the key examples of primary structure,
demonstrated in the legs of the treehouse and the internal framework of the
building.
SECONDARY STRUCTURE
This is everything that provides structure but is not crucial to a building’s
structural integrity (i.e. primary structure). This includes elements such as internal
stud walls to hold plaster, sheathing board, and battens to hold cladding.
CLADDING
Oak shingles have been used as a natural alternative to wall coverings and tiles
such as slate or concrete. They are taken from straight-grained green wood
and can be processed by hand using a froe. This provides the primary defensive
barrier against external conditions, including rain, wind, and sun.

Timber-frame Wall Build-up
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LOG CABIN BUILDING
A Log Cabin, or Log House, is a structure built with horizontal logs interlocked at the corners by notching.
Constructing with logs is commonly associated with regions in Scandinavia, including Sweden, Finland, and
Norway, where large, straight coniferous trees such as Pine and Spruce are in ready supply. This is
a primitive type of construction dating back thousands of years, though log cabins we see today have
somewhat developed over the last few centuries.
ADVANTAGES OF LOG CABIN BUILDING
•
Sustainability
•
Environmentally Friendly
•
Highly Insulative
•
Acoustically Insulating
•
Less Processing (smaller carbon
footprint/low embodied energy)

•
•
•
•
•

Affordable
Structurally Sound (monolithic)
Healthy Living Environment
Minimal specialist tooling required
Original taper, knots, characteristic
and personality

A Log Cabin can be built in a variety of styles, using timber in different profiles such as round, square or
other shapes. Here are some different types of log profiles:

Full Round

Cope/Cove

Square

‘D’

When using round timber, gaps may form as logs are naturally uneven, which may require chinking. Chinking
is a sealant method, traditionally made from Clay/Lime/Sand or Cob, used to create an effective, insulative
weather barrier between these gaps. An alternative method is to use tongue and groove profiles to allow
logs to fit tightly together once the log has settled.
Prior to construction, first, the tree species and source must be selected, the trees must be felled in
an appropriate season (typically outside of nesting season), the logs must be air-dried to reduce future
shrinkage, the logs must be debarked, including the outer and inner layers using spuds and draw knives, and
the logs must be marked appropriately to show the thin end (the tip) and the thick end (butt).
Did you know, Log Cabin buildings can be up to 20% more energy-efficient than conventional homes if the
connections between foundations and logs, and logs to roof are built well and joints effectively chinked?
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CONSTRUCTION
Due to their availability and long straight profiles, coniferous trees are typically the species of choice in
log cabin building. Common species include Pine, Spruce, Cedar, Larch, and Douglas Fir. Each species has its
own advantages and disadvantages.
When selecting our logs, it is also important to consider the following:
•
Locality – Choosing a log grown and felled locally in a sustainable forest reduces its carbon footprint
•
Season – Conditions influence timber felling
•
Form – Straight lengths with minimal knots and kinks are easier to work with and far more efficient
•
Size – Choose logs that suit design tolerances and are easily manoeuvrable
•
Water content – Higher or lower water content will impact shrinkage in different species. It is
important to choose a log with minimal shrinkage, allowing sufficient time to air dry
NOTCHING
When constructing a log cabin, where each two log walls intersect, a notch is scribed to enable the locking
of the walls; notches are used to join the corners of the log cabin together. Typically, each notch is
scribed (i.e. cut) by hand, or using a template or jig to create an air-tight seal preventing air and weather
infiltration. The four common types of notch include Scandinavian Saddle Notch (Traditional Full Scribed
Notch demonstrated below and overleaf), Full Dovetail Notch, Butt and Pass Notch, and the Corner Post
Notch.

GABION FOUNDATIONS
In any building, it is important to have solid foundations to build upon. Gabion foundations are a sustainable
alternative to more conventional systems such as concrete-filled foundations. Gabions are metal cages
filled with stone or similar material, locked together in a sequence. Gabions are highly permeable, where
water cannot build up within them, protecting the timber which lies directly on top. Whilst the stone and
metal involve processes that consume lots of energy to bring them to a useable state, they are also widely
recycled and reused. Therefore, when the building is no longer needed, they can simply be dismantled and
used for other projects. Also, they provide a fantastic habitat for a variety of wildlife and insects, with
small crevasses and gaps.
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SCANDINAVIAN SADDLE NOTCH - HOW-TO GUIDE
1.
2.
3.

Use a plumb line/bob to centre the log.
Mark the width of the log below on the side of the new log.
Align the scribers to the height of the gap (A1) and mark the lower log onto the new log. Scribe to the
midpoint from both sides (B and C).
Roll the log over and make the central cut with a chainsaw. Then make the v-shaped cut.
Use an axe and chisels to carefully follow the scribe line.
Offer up the log to test the fit. Keep adjusting the notch until it fits tightly.

4.
5.
6.

Steps 1-3

B

Step4

C
A1
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Steps 5-6

NEBRASKAN-STYLE STRAW BALE BUILDING
HAZEL STAKES
Coppiced from a hazel tree and sharpened to a point
at one end, hazel stakes are used to pin bales together.
They are hammered in using a ‘persuader’ with one
stake used at the centre of every half bale.

WINDOW / DOOR BOX
Temporary structures, which are diagonally braced to
retain shape, are used during construction to create
openings for windows and doors. These frames also act
as the supporting structure around these fittings once the
bracing is removed.

TOP PLATE
Identical to the sole plates, these sit
atop the straw bales and form a
platform for the roof. Both plates are
pulled together using ratchet straps
to compress the straw bales for
structure, insulation, and fire resistance,
by removing the air within the bales.

SOLE PLATES
Identical to the top plates, sole
plates sit atop the foundations
to provide a platform for the
straw bales. They can be made
from timber and filled with
insulation, such as expanded
clay, a natural alternative to
resin-based insulation commonly
seen in buildings today.

CLAY/LIME RENDER
Lime is typically used for the exterior and clay for the interior.
They are applied by hand and allow the building to breathe, preventing
the ingress of water yet allowing internal moisture to escape.
STRAW BALES
It is important when designing the building to design to the bale. Full bales should
be used where possible, with half bales split to fill smaller gaps around openings.
Bales can also be used as insulation in the floor and roof if required.
TYRE FOUNDATIONS
Used as an alternative to conventional carbon-heavy concrete. These can be
reused tyres no longer fit for purpose which would otherwise be sent to
landfill. These are filled with free-draining aggregate to help shed water away
from any timber or straw elements.
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STRAW BALE BUILDING
Straw is a by-product of a hay crop, consisting of dry stalks. Hay contains the nutrients of the crop and
is mostly used as animal feed. These dead plant stems are baled by farmers into two key sizes, conventional
bales and hesston bales, which are much larger.
Straw bales, not to be confused with hay bales, have multiple uses, most commonly associated with animal
bedding. Since the late 1800s, straw bales have also been utilised in the construction industry as an alternative
to conventional bricks.
They are used in two basic styles of construction, including Nebraska-style structures, using the straw as
load-bearing walls, and post-and-beam construction with a structural timber frame and straw bale infill for
insulation only.
Examples of straw used in straw bale building include Wheat, Barley, Rye, Rice, and Oats. Rye is arguably the
best crop to use as it has natural fungicide, making it highly resistant to rot. Here are some other advantages
and disadvantages of using straw in construction:

Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability
Environmentally Friendly
Highly Insulative
Acoustically Insulating
Low Fire Risk
Affordable
Structurally Sound
Breathable
Ease of Construction

Disadvantages
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtaining Planning can be difficult
Contractors don’t know how
Tricky to keep dry when building
Climate appropriate
Take up large amounts of space
Shipping Costs

Approximately 5.6 million tonnes of waste straw is created in the UK each year. Given a conventional
3-bedroom house in the UK would require approximately 360 straw bales, a total of 640,000 houses could be
built using this waste alone. Utilising waste instead of creating new carbonheavy materials has significant environmental benefits, not to mention the
fact that at the end of their life cycle, these bales can also be used for
planters and will biodegrade over time to create new fertile compost.
Demonstrated in the diagram on the previous page is an example of a
Nebraskan-style load-bearing straw bale building. This shows all the key
elements involved to effectively use straw bales and weatherproof the
building to usilise its high thermally insulative and breathable properties, in
turn regulating its own heat and moisture.
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RE-STRINGING A STRAW BALE - HOW-TO GUIDE
This describes the method of altering the length or shape of a bale. Full bales should always be used where
possible, though half bales or custom-sized bales are inevitable for use around openings such as windows or
doors.
To cut a bale into two halves, the bales must be re-strung prior to trimming the previous bailing twine off
in order to maintain compression. The step-by-step below, and the diagrams overleaf, demonstrate the
process of splitting and re-stringing a straw bale.
Tools and equipment needed:
•
1 x Bale Needle
•
Baling Twine
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Take a bale you want to split and lay it flat on a clean, dry surface.
Measure out four lengths of bailing twine, each one to go completely around all four sides of the
smaller half-bale you are making, plus a bit extra.
Take two strings and thread them through the holes at the end of the bailing needle (See Figure 1:
Threading the Needle).
Ask your partner to steady the bale from the opposite side, making sure they are not too close to
where the needle will exit.
Hold both strings in the top hole on the right-hand side, and both the strings in the bottom hole on the
left-hand side, so as to not get them confused and risk twisting them when splitting the bale.
Measure halfway along the bale (or however long you want the bale to be). In line with the previous
string, push the baling needle through the bale, ensuring that it is at a right-angle to the face of the bale
and parallel to the ground at all times (DO NOT TWIST THE NEEDLE AS YOU PUSH IT THROUGH). Push
the needle through until the holes are exposed on the other side.
Taking the top hole in the needle, pull ONE string all the way through and unhook this from the needle.
Then, place it on the right-hand side of the bale. Next, taking the bottom hole in the needle, pull ONE
string all the way through and unhook this from the needle, placing it on the left-hand side of the bale.
Check that each length of string correlates to the correct side. Tie a loop in one end of the twine
(not a slip knot). Thread the other end of the twine through this loop and pull tight, but only to measure
about a hands width (225mm) back from where the twine passes through the loop. Make another loop
at this point, in the twine that does not already have a loop. 9. Now you can tie a trucker’s hitch knot
by threading the end through the first loop and back through the second loop in itself. By pulling the
string through both loops you can tighten the twine and tie a knot once the straw bale is efficiently
compressed (See figure 2: How to tie a Trucker’s Hitch).
Complete this for the other string.
Flip bale and repeat for the other side.
Pull the bales apart to create two half bales.
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Bailing Needle

Trucker’s Hitch

STEP-BY-STEP DIAGAMS

1

3

2

4
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In 2015, Hill Holt Wood began the Growing Up Green project in aid of young
people and our planet. Written and illustrated by Hill Holt Wood, The Guide to
Growing up Green is a continuation of our work, demonstrating various ways to live
a more sustainable life and enabling young people to:

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

gain new skills
engage young people with the environment
inspire and inform young people to work towards sustainable communities
empower young people to shape and care for their environment
upskill (particularly those in need) and enable entry to employment through teaching
accredited qualifications
increase biodiversity and sustainable land management
increase awareness of future issues and the knowledge and skills required to
address them
Growing up Green is funded by the National Lottery Community Fund as part of
the Our Bright Future programme.

